
Technical Information SPRAYPLAST Aerosol

Change the surface design quickly with SPRAYPLAST strippable lacquer. You can very individually design
the look of e.g. your rims or other objects and car parts. If you do not like the colour any more, simply peel off
the film, which has been sprayed on before.

SPRAYPLAST is not just suitable to design your rims, but you can also apply it on blank metal, all 2K
coatings, paintable hard plastics and on glass. Even the large-area painting of e.g. car parts is possible, if
you apply a sufficient thick layer.

SPRAYPLAST is not suitable to paint headlights, rear lights or other surfaces of polycarbonate.

Depending on size and structure of the rim, the content of a single aerosol could be sufficient for up to 2 rims.
Set-packaging contains 2 aerosol cans of 400 ml and an additional adjustable spray nozzle for wide-spread
paintings as well as a pair of disposable gloves.

SPRAYPLAST is not just suitable to paint cars, but also objects of everyday's use and DIY.

We recommend to apply at least 5 coats.

Also availabe as of Gloss Finish and Neon colour: correct use see separate advices in the technical data
sheet.

Order informations

There are no prdocuts to show.

Disclaimer of liability

This application-technological information is given to the best of our knowledge. The notes mentioned herein are, however, non-binding and do not
exempt you from own tests to see whether the products supplied by us are suitable for your special application. The use and processing is beyond
our control and therefore exclusively in the responsibility of the user. European Aerosols is let off the liability, unless the liability-based incident is
caused by a fault incurred to European Aerosols.

As of August 31, 2017 

This release replaces all eventually earlier issued versions.
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